diasporic realities, desires and the circulation of black artefacts, which constitute a connective web of diasporic identifications, hopes, disappointments and desires. But Coxs success in the United States might be understood in relation to some important tensions concerning Caribbean/black popular culture in Canada and the question of belonging to the nation. 2 In effect, her success raises difficult questions concerning the slippery language of popular culture and national belonging when questions of blackness enter the conversation. These questions become even more pointed when the terrain of popular culture is explored.
In What Is this Black in Black Popular Culture? Stuart Hall cautions against the installation of a singular notion of black popular culture. Hall writes: By definition, black popular culture is a contradictory space. It is a site of strategic contestation. 3 Halls comments are apt for popular culture in Canada for many reasons. I will only note a few here. The contradiction that Caribbean equals black in Canada; that black popular culture in Canada is mainly a copy or version of African American popular culture; and, finally, that Canada as a nation does not have a native popular culture are only some of the most obvious reasons why popular culture is a contradictory space in Canada. Because of the above contradictions, in the Canadian context popular culture and what it signifies always remain a site of strategic contestation. I offer here a reading of popular culture in Canada, referencing its Caribbean/black genealogy, but I could as well offer a reading which references its African American trace. But, as we shall see, to offer a reading that is exclusive to either trace is a problem that refuses to go away without asserting the inherent contradictions. In fact, Halls insights are a useful caution once more. He writes that in black popular culture, strictly speaking, ethnographically speaking, there are no pure forms at all. Always these forms are the product of partial synchronization, of engagements across cultural boundaries, of the confluence of more than one cultural tradition, of the negotiations of dominant and subordinate positions, of the subterranean strategies of VPDOO D[H 2 In this article I move back and forth between the terms black popular culture and Caribbean popular culture.
While I am fully aware of the multicultural nature of the Caribbean region in Canada as I suggest later in this essay black and Caribbean collapse into each other. While I am not supporting this conceptual problem, I will nonetheless shift back and forth to highlight what I believe to be a major tension in thinking about how black/Caribbean people can belong to Canada. In this instance the naming here is not in accord with the nation states collapse of black/Caribbean but rather with my attempt to further unsettle exactly who the subject of black/Caribbean Canadian citizenry might be.
recoding and transcoding, of critical signification, of signifying. Always these forms are impure, to some degree hybridized from a vernacular base.
"
His comments speak accurately to Caribbean/black popular culture in Canada, and I attempt to demonstrate the pleasurable impurity of Caribbean/black popular culture in Canada below.
To think Caribbean popular culture in Canada is to think the simultaneity of the conceptual terrain and the problematics of the discourse of heritage and the discourse of the popular. It is often claimed that Canada does not have a popular culture. By this he means to signal not a tangible materiality as such but, rather, the much more malleable and crucially central problem of the discursive utterances that impact both materiality and, importantly, the arena of politics. In Canada multicultural and heritage discourses and their effects shape this problem-space. In the Canadian context, the unravelling of popular cultural politics has a profound impact for the unravelling of the politics of nation building and citizenship. Caribbean/black popular culture in Canada most readily speaks to and is inflected by this politics of nation building and citizenship.
In the Canadian context, the circulation of Caribbean and African American popular culture is almost inevitably remodelled along local concerns and contexts, but it still always leads somewhere else. This elsewhereness is conditioned by both an imagined diaspora collective history and the demand of the nation state for black people to belong elsewhere as well. In effect, I will be suggesting that Caribbean popular culture in Canada has to be read for its excess as much as it has to be read for Furthermore, I want to make apparent the ambivalence of black citizenship that state-sponsored multicultural policy constructs for black people in the nation.
Official multiculturalism both inaugurates the demolition of black evidences, such as the ones above, and simultaneously allows for imagining blackness in Canada as a recent phenomenon. where national belonging is paradoxically placed outside the nation that is the function of official multicultural policy.
The centrality of origins to multicultural discourse and to the double moves of national belonging is couched in the discourse of heritage. The seductive discourse of heritage sets up the criteria for thinking genealogy, for thinking ancestry and for mapping a relation to the nation which leads some of us outside of it. The discourse of heritage suggest the possibility of an origin of identity and with it a community. In order to achieve our belonging, our origins must be exposed, their transparency made apparent and evident. Multiculturalism as document must be deciphered as a project, which reinstates the status quo ruling order of governance. Black popular culture plays with this doubleness to secure a number of tenuous relations beyond the reach of the nation.
The reliance of multiculturalism on a recourse to our heritable differences is an attempt to make us all the same by making us different. Bhabha is concerned here with the manner in which the nation states that emerged in the post-Columbus voyages positioned racial minorities on the margins of the national polity and eventually had to find ways to better accommodate them in the postcolonial era. Official multiculturalism is an outgrowth of this accommodation.
The postcolonial period has brought with it the break up of any monolithic notion of the racial minority, and it is in part a crisis of heterogeneity that the postcolonial nation states of both the North and the South must contend with.
Therefore, the disjunct positions of which Bhabha writes are the antagonisms of history, genealogy, different political positions and expressions and a host of other conditions that produce the fissures that make blackness heterogeneous. This heterogeneity is often elided by nation-state practices, but sometimes the nation state asserts heterogeneity in fleeting moments of crisis when heterogeneity might be useful to stall or abort any attempt to rearrange national concerns. The contradiction of (post)modern national arrangements is the states ability to recoup both heterogeneity and its opposite in ways that seek to reaffirm long-held practices of exclusion and marginalization. In fact, state policies such as multiculturalism and immigration policies skilfully move between discourses of heterogeneity and monolithic notions of otherness to assert various forms of coercive state power.
In the North American context, one of the most coercive forms of state power are the rules upon which citizenship is based. This is especially so for racial, sexual and Solomon have all done projects that pinpoint the ways in which racism impacts the lives of black Canadians.
However, the entire configuration of ethnic studies and immigration studies contributes to this perception. Despite my critique of socio-logic, these are important projects. What is troubling is that socio-logic tends to find itself replayed in all manner of cultural analyses when it is sometimes quite inappropriate. Black life in Canada has mainly found itself in the academy through the lens of social sciences, but this is quickly beginning to change.
what those ideas say and mean for the present, past and present-future. These are political positions that animate how one belongs and also inform cultural concerns, questions and cultural reading practices and strategies, and, ultimately, ethnicity.
These positions inform the different versions of black ethnicities. At stake here, then, is a kind of belonging that requires that we understand the political beyond the narrow confines of immigrant socio-logic construed through the politics of entrance and admittance.
One way of getting beyond the limitation of the immigrant narrative of sameness, displacement, alienation and its resulting mistaken identities of who the black Canadian is, is to take the route of thinking in terms of black ethnicities. 
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